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JANE AUSTEN AT KING'S COLLEGE CAMBRIDGE
King's College Cambridge is not an institution likely to have penetrated Jane Austen's consciousness.  Certainly Cambridge as a whole receives short shrift in her novels.  Whereas these contain 32 references to Oxford, Cambridge merits only two specific references, in connection with significant but disreputable characters, as the University attended by the unscrupulous Wickham in Pride and Prejudice, with the support of Darcy's father (ch. 35), and as the institution at which Mansfield Park's Henry Crawford perhaps slightly altered his plans, laid at Westminster, for his property, Everingham (ch. 6).  A general allusion to the Universities is also negative, in the information that the pompous and ridiculous cleric Mr Collins 'belonged to one of the Universities', without deriving benefit or having made useful connections from the experience (Pride and Prejudice, ch. 15).​[1]​
	In view of family connections, it is hardly surprising that Jane Austen's thoughts would have been more of Oxford than of Cambridge.  Her father, George Austen was a Fellow of St John's College, Oxford, her mother's father, Thomas Leigh, a sometime Fellow of All Souls, and her mother's uncle, Theophilus Leigh, a well-known Master of Balliol.  In Jane's own generation, both of her University-educated brothers, James and Henry, were Scholars and Fellows of St John's College, Oxford.  Those of Jane's nephews to receive a University education were likewise primarily at St John's, with a couple at Exeter College, Oxford; the only Cantabrigian among them was Charles Knight (b. 1803; the son of Edward Knight (né Austen)), who went to Trinity College.​[2]​
	In the following generation, the situation was to change, thanks to Jane Austen's favourite nephew and first biographer, James Edward Austen-Leigh (1798-1874).​[3]​ Wanting to have his younger children well educated but anxious, on a clerical salary and with eight sons, as to how to manage it, James Edward followed the advice of a friend to send his fifth son, Edward, to stand for Eton College.  With good home preparation and some special tutoring, Edward was successful.  His younger brothers, Augustus and William, followed in due course.  The links between Eton College and King's College Cambridge were strong, with King's being at that time a closed College admitting exclusively Etonians (except for gentlemen commoners), and from Eton all three boys passed naturally to King's, as scholars and subsequently Fellows.  Of Edward it is recorded only that he mistakenly sought out Henry Bradshaw, later famous as Cambridge University Librarian, instead of the Dean to excuse himself for absence from early morning Chapel.  'I am not the Dean.  You had better sit down and have some breakfast', was Bradshaw's response to the lengthy explanation, and from there an acquaintance with Bradshaw, hitherto barely known to the undergraduates, burgeoned;​[4]​ the anecdote lives more to  reflect on Bradshaw than on Edward Austen-Leigh.  Except for his biography of his brother (see n. 4) William (1848-1921) remains a shadowy figure as far as College importance is concerned, although he gained a First Class degree (1865), and was a prizeman, Browne Medallist and also for thirteen years Second Bursar (1875-87).​[5]​  Students of Jane Austen know him as the co-author with his nephew, Richard Arthur, of Jane Austen: her Life and Letters: a Family Record.​[6]​
	Augustus Austen-Leigh, however, is one of the outstanding figures of King's College.  Following his time as a student, he returned to the College in 1867, aged 27, as Tutor, and subsequently became Dean and, in 1889, Provost, a post held until his death in 1905.  While the most detailed work on him, his brother's biography (op. cit.) may perhaps be regarded as biased, more distant historians describe him as the leader of advocates of reform, and refer to his 'remarkable achievements as Tutor, Dean and Vice-Provost'.​[7]​   Augustus Austen-Leigh was influential in the expansion of King's College by its opening to non-Etonians and thus for its integration into the University, with its students sitting for University examinations.  Moreover, whereas the previous education of members of King's College had often consisted of perfunctory attendance at one or two College lectures a day, supplemented by coaching from free-lance crammers in the town, Augustus moved the emphasis to College supervision (teaching) in College by teaching staff - which meant building up an academic Fellowship in College.  Lesser reforms included the introduction of the first choral scholarships in 1881, chapel reform, such as the introduction of sermons and starting a Sunday school class for the choir boys, and reform of the statutes, for example, ending life tenure and endorsing marriage for Fellows.  These were the lasting influences; in addition, he was respected in his time.  H.V. Temperley, historian and one-time Master of Peterhouse, said of Augustus Austen-Leigh that 'it was his aim, above everything, to make each undergraduate in the College realise that he stood to him in the light of a personal friend',​[8]​ and his popularity is evinced by the moving encomiums upon his death.​[9]​
	Augustus Austen-Leigh's connection with his great-aunt, Jane Austen, was tenuous.  He was born in 1840, 23 years after her death, and knew her only through her novels, which his father had read aloud to his children; James Edward had heard Jane Austen reading her books, so had first-hand knowledge of how to make the characters 'speak as they should do'.​[10]​  Yet despite the importance of Augustus Austen-Leigh to King's College as an individual, he is defined primarily by his relationship to the famous authoress: Morris describes him as 'Augustus Austen-Leigh, great-nephew of Jane Austen, the quintessence of "a good College man"', and Wilkinson writes: 'the advocates of reform, now led by Augustus Austen-Leigh, (a great-nephew of Jane Austen)'.​[11]​
	The final Austen-Leigh at King's was Richard Arthur Austen-Leigh (1872-1961), nephew of Augustus.  His College career was distinguished as far as it went (he was a Prizeman, and gained a First in Classics), but, unlike his uncle, he made no mark on the College beyond having attended it.  He did, however, contribute to Austen biographical scholarship, co-authoring with his uncle William Jane Austen: her Life and Letters: a Family Record (see above), and writing a slim book, Jane Austen and Southampton, published by the firm Spottiswoode, Ballantyne & Co., of which he was a director.​[12]​  He also revised and prepared for publication a similar book begun by his sister Emma but interrupted by her death, Jane Austen and Lyme Regis​[13]​, compiled Pedigree of Austen (London: Spottiswoode, Ballantyne, 1940) and edited Austen Papers, 1704-1856 (n.p.: privately printed by Spottiswoode, Ballantyne, 1942),​[14]​ and contributed biographical notes on the Austen family, sometimes answering questions by others, in various issues of Notes and Queries, the occasional book review, and so forth.​[15]​
	Thus through relations of Jane Austen who were known to be her relations and who were prominent at King's College, Cambridge, and through relations of Jane Austen who published on her and who attended King's, the Austen-King's connection was established.  The existence of a link led to that connection being strengthened considerably in 1930 with the gift to the College of the Sanditon manuscript, about which King's College's Annual Report for that year records: 'Another accession of great value is the manuscript of Jane Austen's Sanditon, presented by Miss Isabel Lefroy [descendant of Jane Austen's niece, Anna Lefroy] in memory of the long-standing connection between the novelist's family and the College' (p. 13); B.C. Southam sees the acquisition as a result of the College/family connection specifically through Augustus Austen-Leigh.​[16]​  It is significant as the only example of Jane Austen's mature work, except for the original version of the termination of Persuasion, to survive in manuscript.​[17]​
	The Sanditon manuscript is complemented by early editions of Jane Austen's works which came to King's College through the bequests of book-collecting Fellows.   In 1879 the College received the library of former Provost, Dr George Thackeray (1777-1850), upon the death of Thackeray's sole daughter; after remaining in storage during Probate, the books became the absolute property of the College in 1882.  The donation reflects Thackeray's various interests, including works of theology and natural history, especially ornithology, but also of English literature (in A.N.L. Munby's words, 'at least one thousand volumes of well-bound early and standard editions of the most esteemed authors').​[18]​  Among the literature was a set of Jane Austen in uniform contemporary bindings, of which Emma and Northanger Abbey and Persuasion are first editions, Mansfield Park and Sense and Sensibility second editions, and Pride and Prejudice a third edition.  John Maynard Keynes bequeathed his books to King's College in 1946.  The emphasis of his collection had been on the history of thought, after which Keynes branched out into sixteenth and seventeenth century English literature, but, according to Munby, Keynes had a premonition before World War One that his was the last generation that would have the chance of acquiring many first editions of Jane Austen's works.​[19]​  He acted accordingly, and the bequest includes a third edition of Pride and Prejudice, and first editions of Pride and Prejudice, Emma and Northanger Abbey and Persuasion.  Also included is Jane Austen's copy of the five-volume edition of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, translated by John Hoole (1783), inscribed by her, and given to Keynes by Viriginia Woolf for Christmas, 1936.  Munby noted the growing significance of the Jane Austen connection at King's: '... the three names recorded in this Ariosto make it, for me, a particularly attractive and evocative relic, and doubly precious to a College fortunate enough to possess already the manuscript of Jane Austen's Sanditon'.​[20]​
	To him who has shall be given.  For some thirty-five years the status quo remained.  Then, on 27 June 1981, the Austen bibliographer David Gilson wrote to King's College to offer it both his own Jane Austen collection, originally formed in connection with the preparation of his bibliography of Jane Austen,​[21]​ and that of a friend, Mrs Dorothy Warren, describing both collections and their mutually complementary nature, and stating as his reason for the potential gift: 'I make this offer knowing that King's not only has the manuscript of Sanditon (and once had an Austen-Leigh as Provost!) but also has already very notable collections in the field of English literature'.  The Governing Body of Winchester College had earlier declined the collections on the basis that they had, in its view, no relevance to the College's concerns.  King's College, Cambridge had no such reservations, and accepted the donation promptly.  Following the sudden death of the Librarian of King's College, nothing further happened until 1987, when correspondence between Dorothy Warren and the College resumed. Probably in 1989/90, the Warren collection came to King's College Cambridge.  
	Later Gilson was to write: 'I hope I may say without boasting that when our two collections are finally united, King's will have a uniquely comprehensive collection of Jane Austen' (letter of 13 September, 1993).  David Gilson began to send parts of his collection to the College in early July 1995, followed by further instalments in subsequent years, hence beginning to realise the hope.  While the earlier bequests of works by or, in the case of Ariosto, owned by, Jane Austen had been significant, they were almost an incidental part of the collections to which they belonged.  The Warren and Gilson collections differ in being devoted to Jane Austen.  By fortunate chance the Fellowship of King's included the Austen scholar Tony Tanner, whose bequest to the College included a Japanese edition of Mansfield Park (Osaka, 1981-4).  In recognition of the significance of the Austen collection acquired through donation, the College now also has a certain collection development policy.
	The jewels of the Warren collection, small but valuable, are a complete collection of the first and early editions of Jane Austen to 1818.  One first edition of Northanger Abbey and Persuasion is noteworthy as having been the copy of the Prince Regent's librarian, Rev. James Stanier Clarke.  Particularly notable among the subsequent editions and critical and other works present are one of the two 1822 French translation of Pride and Prejudice (Orgeuil et préjugé, 4 volumes in 2 (Paris and Geneva: Paschoud); see Gilson C4), the Trial of Jane Leigh Perrot (Bath: Gye, 1800), the eight-volume copy of The Spectator owned and inscribed by Jane Austen's brother James, and a first edition of Fanny Burney's Camilla (1796), to the publication of which Jane Austen subscribed.  The Warren collection further includes a manuscript letter by Jane Austen to John Murray of 1 April 1816.
	David Gilson's policy was to collect everything by and about Jane Austen that he possibly could, from early editions and translations through critical works of all levels to such ephemera as Jane Austen calendars and diaries, and texts containing fleeting allusions to Jane Austen.  A policy revision led to the decision to be more selective for material published after 1990, but the aim for completeness continues to operate for material published before then. Several items are enhanced by their provenance.  Some previously belonged to R.W. Chapman. One of the copies in the collection of Jane Austen: Her Life and Letters: a Family Record (op. cit.) includes his annotations, Essays by Divers Hands, N.S. 10 (1931) has his bookplate, and the Humphrey Milford Oxford University Press editions of three of the novels are recorded as having been Chapman's, given to David Gilson by R.W. Chapman's younger son, Michael.​[22]​  Several books have been signed, often with an inscription, by their authors, often leading Austen scholars (Deirdre Le Faye, Mary Lascelles, Park Honan and others, including Jane Austen's relative Joan Austen-Leigh / Joan Hurley).  It must be stressed that the Gilson collection is continuing to grow.  The portion of it already at King's College is numerically the largest and contains many significant, indeed some unique, items.  Nonetheless, many of the most interesting and uncommon items remain to come.​[23]​
	The Gilson collection at King's is divided into five sections: (A) editions; (B) biography; (C) criticism; (D) sources and influences on and by Jane Austen; (E) ephemera; (F) bibliography and catalogues.  Section (A), in addition to having sets of works, selections, and single English-language texts, includes translations, adaptations and sequels of specific works. Section (B) includes Jane Austen's letters, biography of members of her family, and items which are not specifically about her, but which enhance understanding of her life and times.  Section (C) is self-explanatory, but does include some unpublished dissertations;​[24]​ here, too, is placed a box of programmes for performances of theatrical versions of Jane Austen's works at various locations in the United Kingdom (with one from America) between 1936 and 1995, which might be difficult to find gathered together elsewhere.
	Section (D) includes a small group of forms of works, some literary landmarks and other popular literature of the day, to which Jane Austen refers in her novels.​[25]​  Here, too, are later pieces which derive inspiration from Jane Austen's life or works, but not from one specific novel, with varying degrees of  centrality, from texts functioning as general sequel to Jane Austen's combined novels, featuring several characters,​[26]​ to minimal direct use of Jane Austen in Peter Lovesey's crime novel, The Last Detective, the presence of which in the collection indicates its comprehensiveness.​[27]​  Here two manuscript letters from Jane Austen to her aunt, Jane Leigh-Perrot, given by the murder suspect to the protagonist for a a Jane Austen exhibition which he is instructed to mount in the Bath Assembly Rooms, form an undercurrent to the 'whodunnit' question.  The story could have been set anywhere and the letters of any well-known writer connected with the place taken.
	The ephemera (E) are noteworthy for their variety.  While they lack scholarly value, they demonstrate Jane Austen's 'marketability' and her saturation of English culture, for example, with Jane Austen cookery books, books of quotations, quiz books and calendars.  Several catalogues (F) are from dealers like Christie's and Sotheby's and are present because they include early editions of Jane Austen's novels or one of her letters.
	The collection at King's College demonstrates little about the publishing history of Jane Austen that cannot be learned from Gilson's comprehensive and detailed bibliography (op. cit.).  Yet even the best of catalogues cannot substitute for the collection itself, and the view of books on the shelves makes immediately clear points about publishing trends which can be gained from a bibliography only by concentrated and focused searching.
	Above all, the collection shows Jane Austen's enduring and far-ranging popularity.  She is most startlingly an author of the people.  Most of the editions in the Gilson collection are, or were at their time of publication, cheap, meant to be accessible for the poorest people - which is precisely why the Gilson collection is so remarkable in its completeness, as few academic libraries would be interested in acquiring multiple versions of poorly manufactured books.  Two paperback editions of Pride and Prejudice are particularly remarkable for their poor quality.  One, from 1887, is 22 cm in height and comprises only 120 pages, which already enables one to visualise the density of the print.   The text is in two columns, the print 1 mm in size, and the margins, except at the top, narrow (13 m outer, 8 mm inner, 15 mm bottom).  The price at the time of printing, according to Gilson, was 6d.​[28]​  The other, from 1946, is in the series Everybody's Pocket Classics.  It is not bound, merely stapled twice, and has unusually small margins (top 13 mm, bottom 12 mm, outer 16 mm, inner 4-5 mm).​[29]​    The paper is poor quality, the print is 1 mm tall and slopes on some pages, and there are no endpapers.  The price was 3/6.​[30]​  There are several more recent obviously cheap paperback editions,​[31]​ and several ninetenth century hardbacks which seem good quality by comparison but were nevertheless at the bottom end of the market.​[32]​   The number of cheap Victorian editions of Jane Austen's work in the Gilson collection makes clear that B.C. Southam's assessment that in Victorian England 'by the public at large, she was forgotten' is ripe for revision.​[33]​ 
	In connection with this point, the bindings of editions of Jane Austen at King's College are worth mentioning.  Because the editions sweep the entire period from the first publication of Jane Austen, they exhibit the binding innovations which marked the nineteenth century.  While some of the earliest editions are in contemporary calf or morocco trade bindings, others are in the original boards.  In his possession, David Gilson has 1833 Bentley editions bound in the original publisher's cloth.​[34]​  Most of the nineteenth century editions are in usual publisher's cloth, with typical stamped titles and designs, but there are also books with paper wrappers: in the Warren collection, Sense and Sensibility (London: H.G. Clarke, 1844), with a Moorish picture, unrelated to the contents, in blue, red, gold green and black on a white background;​[35]​ and in the Gilson collection, Julie Kavanagh's English Women of Letters: Biographical Sketches (Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1862).​[36]​  Yellowbacks are represented with the Railway Library edition of Sense and Sensibility (London, 1851), showing a picture of a woman bending over a table in grief in blue, red, mauve, brown and yellow on yellow boards.  On the back are advertisements for Jane Austen's works in the Select Library of Fiction.​[37]​
	This is not to say that editions of Jane Austen are always produced cheaply, and the Gilson collection is significant in showing the complete range of editions.  The most lavish copies of Pride and Prejudice  are sewn, are printed on heavy, gilt-edged paper, and have moiré lining papers, reconstituted leather boards, and a 1.5 cm ribbon for marking the place, with adornments at chapter and volume headings and illustrations.​[38]​  The popular element continues with the evidence that the texts are intended to be read for pleasure: the more expensive editions are no better annotated than the cheap ones.  That Austen's novels are widely studied is apparent merely from the large range of critical works,​[39]​ ranging from school crib notes​[40]​ to other writers' impressions of her (see below) to full-blown scholarly studies.  Whereas critical editions of Shakespeare's works are the norm, scholarly editions of Jane Austen, as shown by the Gilson collection, are exceeded by far by popular ones.  R.W. Chapman's edition of 1923 and its later printings remain standard for citation purposes.​[41]​  'Academic' editions in terms of introductions and explanatory and critical notes include the Penguin Classics and the Reclam German translations of Austen's novels - paperback editions intended for the general public. Jane Austen's work is seen as capable of enjoyment without gloss, and indeed the most recent financially exclusive edition in the Gilson collection is a facsimile set, albeit with learned introductions providing their publishing history.​[42]​
	The Gilson collection further accentuates the attention which Jane Austen has attracted from other writers as a sign of her status and simultaneous popularity.  This emerges partly through impressionist critical works in the collection,​[43]​ and especially through the number of introductions to her novels which have been written not by scholars, but by novelists.​[44]​
	The wide discrepancy between the popularity of her various novels is well reflected in the collection.  Pride and Prejudice is by far the most successful, in terms of editions, sequels and adaptations.  The collection currently numbers 89 editions,​[45]​ and 28 adaptations (mainly dramatisations) and sequels, sometimes more than one by the same author.​[46]​  New editions or reprints continued even during War years.  A further sign of its popularity and established position in the English language is that it is the founding volume of several series of English classics.​[47]​  Perhaps surprisingly to the Jane Austen scholar, used to the assessment of Emma as her best work, Sense and Sensibility follows (with a wide margin between it and Pride and Prejudice) in terms of editions, although Emma better captures popular imagination.​[48]​  Mansfield Park lags behind, with 30 editions and 7 adaptations/sequels.  Persuasion and Northanger Abbey fare less well, giving the impression that their fame depends on their membership of the corpus.​[49]​
	A marvellous aspect of having so many reactions, as it were, to Jane Austen's work together is the resulting ease of comparison between them.  Ten dramatisations in the Gilson collection of the famous confrontation between Elizabeth Bennet and Lady Catherine de Bourgh in Pride and Prejudice  (ch. 56), in which Lady Catherine, alarmed at rumours that Elizabeth may marry Lady Catherine's nephew, Mr Darcy, visits Elizabeth to forbid the match, vary widely.​[50]​  For theatrical convenience, most adaptations set the scene - a garden one in the novel - indoors, with Mrs Bennet and relevant daughters leaving the stage just before the confrontation; Helen Jerome's adaptation draws attention to the indoor aspect with an inserted request by Elizabeth: 'I must ask you to speak in a lower key ...' (p. 67).  Most versions abridge Jane Austen's dialogue, some heavily, notably concerning Lady Catherine's reproaches on a social level concerning the difference in birth between Elizabeth and Darcy.​[51]​  Kendall modernises, such that: '"But you are not entitled to know mine [i.e. all my dearest concerns]; nor will such behaviour as this, ever induce me to be specific"' becomes: 'But you are no relative of mine - and have no right to bully me into answering your questions' (p. 102).  Both Jerome and Milne have Elizabeth moralise to Lady Catherine.  For example, Elizabeth follows a question by Lady Catherine about her gratitude for earlier hospitality at Rosings in Jerome's version with the comment: 'Gratitude!  But, Lady Catherine, I regard hospitality as a mutual grace, and by no means consider myself an object of charity' (p. 66), and in Milne's, pertly, with: 'Your ladyship puts a higher value upon a dinner than I do.  If I had known that your invitations carried with them a perpetual right of interference, they would not have been accepted' (p. 100).  The main change of content within the scene is in Mrs Steele MacKaye's Pride and Prejudice, in which Lady Catherine informs Elizabeth of Darcy's provision for Lydia and Wickham following their elopement, made known to Elizabeth in the novel four chapters earlier by her aunt, Mrs Gardiner.  Many renderings alter the context of the scene, and it is in this respect that the greatest deviations from Jane Austen occur, with only Milne and Jerome adhering to Austen's conclusion (whereby Jerome's fidelity is obscured by transposing news of Lydia's elopement to immediately after the confrontation).  Pertwee's text is on the whole the most faithful to Jane Austen's, but in his version Elizabeth is already engaged to Darcy before Lady Catherine's visit, instead of becoming it afterwards, partly as a result of the visit.  Thus the direct question as to whether Elizabeth is affianced is omitted, and Elizabeth concludes the scene 'with a little laugh' by saying: '"Poor Lady Catherine!"', then, 'taking up her hat from the window seat', '"Now to meet my dear Darcy".' (p. 42).  Morley causes Elizabeth to have hysterics immediately after the visit; she tells Jane the reason for the visit and rejoices in the knowledge that Darcy still loves her (p. 46).  MacNamara's interpretation is similar, without the hysterics: Lady Catherine leaves announcing her intention to forbid Darcy to visit that afternoon, whereby Elizabeth calls Jane (in whom she has evidently previously confided her feelings) and tells her exaltingly of Darcy's intention to call (p. 178).  Other texts all have the scene ended by Darcy, who either enters as soon as Lady Catherine has left, or arrives in time to dismiss his aunt.
	The adaptations of Pride and Prejudice in the collection, too, vary widely, revealing from another angle how firmly anchored Jane Austen is in the culture of the English-speaking world.  The simplest adaptation is a cartoon version for young children, which elucidates to such an extent that 'handsome' is glossed as 'good-looking' (p. 8), and England explained to be 'an island country across the Atlantic Ocean' (p. 7).​[52]​  There are some school editions, which reproduce parts of the text and summarise the content of the intervening sections.  The most insidious adaptation, because 325 pages long and looking like a standard version of the text, was done by Ollie Depew (New York: Globe, 1951).  The adaptor has seen fit to abbreviate the famous first paragraphs for her trans-Atlantic audience, changing them from: 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife.
However little known the feelings or views of such a man may be on his first entering a neighbourhood, this truth is so well fixed in the minds of the surrounding families, that he is considered by  as the rightful property of some one or other of their daughters.
to

A single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife.  This truth is so well fixed in the minds of all, that when such a man enters a neighborhood he is considered by the surrounding families as the rightful property of some one or other of their daughters'.​[53]​
	
The distortion and simplification of Austen's syntax reduces the irony.  Vocabulary is simplified and updated - 'he agreed with Mr Morris immediately' becomes 'he took it at once', and 'Netherfield Park is let' becomes 'Netherfield Park is rented' - and little is left to the reader's inference: a footnote to 'Netherfield Park' reads: 'the name of a large country mansion and its grounds'. The editor of an adaptation for Swiss schoolchildren, incidentally, did not regard his readers as requiring quite so much elucidation as American College students, and left the first two sentences intact.​[54]​
	A further interesting element of the collection is the light it sheds on how widely Jane Austen has travelled.  Depew's simplification does not indicate a trend: the collection is enriched by several standard American editions of Jane Austen's work which do not naturally make their way into British libraries with the plethora of English editions available.  The unexpected presence in the collection of German editions of her novels reprinted around the time of the First World War is fascinating.​[55]​  In addition to editions is the three-volume typescript of a German translation from Wartime (Gilson A.Pr.1919 in the collection). The only words on the titlepage are 'Stolz und Vorurteil', under which is taped the card of a Doctor of Law, Hermann Gruber; whether he is the translator or merely a one-time owner is not apparent.  (There is no Gruber among the published German translations listed by Gilson.)  This translation was intended as a peace mission to help the Germans to understand the English via a typically English novel, as the preface makes clear:

Diese Übersetzung ist während des schrecklichsten Kriegs, der je die Menschheit befallen hat, entstanden.
Man sagt, dass das deutsche Volk die Mentalität der Bewohner der britischen Inseln nicht kenne und dass diese Unkenntnis dazu beigetragen habe den Charakter des britischen Menschen falsch einzuschätzen, wenn gar nicht unterzuschätzen.
'Pride and Prejudice' soll nun durch diese Übersetzung dem deutschen Leser einen Einblick in eine Welt gewähren, die, wenn auch nicht modern und zeitgemäss, so doch urenglisch ist und immer bleiben wird.​[56]​

The presence of French, German, Italian and even Russian critical works and dissertations is not surprising: Austen's fame renders her a logical subject for foreigners submitting dissertations in the field of English literature.  One of the more individual items of the collection (at Gilson C All) is a set of photocopies of 20 abstracts of M.A. and Ph.D. dissertations submitted to the Universities of Montreal, Alberta and Toronto between 1959 and 1975 on various aspects of Jane Austen.  Most worthy of examination are the translations.  The foreign captivation with Jane Austen reflects the English-language interest, with Pride and Prejudice attracting more attention than any other work.  Seven French editions of Pride and Prejudice in the collection render five different translations, each with its share of interpretation, abridgement and expansion.​[57]​  While four of the translations render exactly the words and cadence of the first sentence, quoted above, one begins briefly and dramatically, with blithe disregard for Jane Austen's weighting: 'Un célibataire qui possède une certaine fortune doit absolument se marier. Voilà un axiome universellement admis.'(1962, p. 5).  Two paragraphs later, this same translation departs from the others in its expansion: 'Mon cher monsieur Bennet, dit, un beau jour, une digne épouse à son mari ...'.  The German translations include a bound photocopy of the 1830 German translation at Harvard University (described in Gilson C15).​[58]​  While the Wartime translation mentioned above reflects the English precisely, if not necessarily idiomatically, and the most recent translation present is accurate,​[59]​ both the 1830 translation and one from 1951​[60]​ see the need to explain while translating: in the 1830 translation 'the surrounding families' become 'die Bewohner der Grafschaft Hertfordshire', and in  the 1951 translation Mrs Bennet asks her husband: '"hast du gehört, daß Netherfield-Park - das war der benachbarte Landsitz, - jetzt endlich verpachtet ist?"'.​[61]​  These translations both jar by omitting the title 'Mr' when Mrs Bennet addresses her husband.  Whether or not detailed systematic comparison of translations would be rewarding is not apparent, but the Gilson collection enables those comparisons to be made.
	King's College is not alone in Cambridge in housing early editions of Jane Austen's works.​[62]​  Yet the connection between Jane Austen and King's College Cambridge, which would have seemed inconceivable to Jane Austen, is now firm, through later family connections, the Sanditon manuscript, and the Warren and Gilson collections.  The Gilson collection, through its large quantity of editions, translations and adaptations, is a whole which is greater than the sum of its parts, unusual though some of the described parts are.  Its broad range of coverage in production quality, fidelity and closeness of the relationship of the material to Jane Austen offer invaluable insights into Jane Austen and popular culture.  While most of the items in the collection can also be found elsewhere, their concentration at King's College is invaluable.  It is to be hoped that the Austen collection in the King's College Library will facilitate bibliophilic Austen scholarship.​[63]​
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^1	 Admittedly some of the Oxonian references are to the town rather than the University, and several references are concentrated over small areas of text.  A further reference to 'the University' is shown by its context to be to Oxford ('which belonging to the university would have given me, for I was not entered at Oxford till I was nineteen', Edward Ferrars' explanation to Elinor of his engagement to Lucy Steele, Sense and Sensibility, ch. 49), as are two references to a 'college': 'They entered Oxford, but she could take only a hasty glimpse of Edmund's college' (Mansfield Park, ch. 38); 'A young man of his own College' (Northanger Abbey, ch. 4; Oxford is identified as the University in question three paragraphs earlier).
^2	 For the Austen connections with Oxford, see 'The Austens and Oxford: "Founder's Kin"', in: David Gilson, Collected Articles and Introductions (n.p.: privately printed, 1998), pp. 127-9.
^3	 The son of Jane's oldest brother, James, and author of A Memoir of Jane Austen (London: Bentley, 1870).
^4	 William Austen Leigh, Augustus Austen Leigh: a Record of College Reform (London: Smith, Elder, 1906), pp. 66-7.
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